Asset Management
in Breweries & distilleries

EnaSys Return on Investment
Capture
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Manage

Financial
Inventories are 90% quicker 					

Healthy payback just on speed alone

2.2x more assets found						

Match orphaned and missing items

Missing assets reduced to 1%					

Reduced shrinkage saves cost of replacement

Operational
Less inventory exceptions to sort 					

Real time recognition of missing assets

Increased regulatory compliance					

Reports generated to meet requirements

Enhanced asset visibility						

EZ read accurate listing

More time for creating value						

Less searching

Increased Inventory Counts,
Increased Return
Return on Investment
Number of Inventories Per Year
4 times
Payback
1 Year
*Assumes 14k assets. For 3k assets 1yr ROI if 1taken 12 times

Plus:
more assets found
fewer missing assets
decreased shrinkage
increased compliance and visibility
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Case Study
Misplaced and unreturned kegs are a major business issue for local breweries and distilleries. Once sent to
local distributors, brewing facilities expect a return window between 3-6 months.
Often, these kegs are not returned in a timely manner, if at all. Follow-up and contact points on the part of
the brewery are required. After 9 months, an unreturned stainless steel keg, valued at approximately $100,
is marked as a loss.
Tracking these kegs using traditional methods is problematical: As the kegs are barcoded, tracking them is
very labor-intensive. The barcode can even become unreadable after travel, cleaning, and usage. Tracking
these barcodes with spread-sheeting takes a significant amount of time and money and the accuracy can
be questionable.

Save time, money and improve accuracy with EDP’s durable and reliable EnaSys tracking system. With
EDP’s long lasting radio frequency tags on kegs and other outbound brewery materials, scanning can be
done quickly and easily upon departure, pick up and arrival with door and mobile portals. EDP scanners
make quick work of the average pallet of 20 or more kegs. Generally, inventory takes 90% less time with the
EnaSys system than traditional methods.
In addition, the EnaSys system automatically generate a number of reports, including details on which kegs
have been outside the facility for 90 days, or any set number desired, prompting a return reminder to the
distributor or a bill for lost property.
EDP provides comprehensive asset-tracking solutions for ANY business. Cheers!

